Rapid Response –
Show Cause Investigations

- Got a personal injury case?
  A workplace injury?
  A slip and fall?
  A fire?
  An explosion?
  A medical implant failure?

- Need to know if there is an engineering basis for litigation, e.g.
  An unguarded or defective machine?
  Lack of warnings or instructions?
  Violation of Building Codes?
  A mechanically defective vehicle?
  Cause and origin of the fire or explosion?
  Defective products?

- Need a rapid response and show cause investigation at a reasonable fee?
To satisfy these needs, we offer a fixed price, reasonable fee, rapid response show cause investigation which will help you decide whether to proceed further with the case.

You will receive our preliminary opinion in the form of a brief show cause report together with a CD containing digital photographs taken during the investigation.

To initiate this service, we are offering our rapid response show cause investigations for $500\(^1\).

If further investigation, analysis, and more detailed reporting is necessary, billing will be at our usual rates.

Call us now and let us provide you with this new service.

Marc H. Richman, Sc.D., P.E.
President

\(^1\) This fee is for investigations within 30 minutes driving time from Providence. For investigations at greater distances, the fee will be adjusted accordingly.